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Make Security an Integral Part of DevOps 

Without Adding Resources or Sacrificing Agility or Speed 

 

Call-out box off to right: 

Wabbi is the only developer centric SecDevOps automation platform to make security an 

integral component of software development, not an afterthought. WABBI does this without 

slowing down speed of deployment or incurring additional resources. 

 

The State of Application Security Today is Grim 

We live in an application economy. With proliferation of recent and on-going, well-publicized 

security breaches, confidence is at an all-time low. We cannot realize the full potential of 

technology unless we have confidence that it is secure. This is difficult when: 

• Nine out of 10 breaches that occur are due to software defects 

• It takes 191 on average days to fix a vulnerability in production 

• It is 100 times more costly to fix a code vulnerability in production vs. before  

Today every company is a technology company, and our foundations are made of code. 

Despite the fact that the vast majority of vulnerabilities are created during the software 

development process, a full 90% of companies don’t implement security features until 

after their code is in production.  

The average software company will have 120 releases per year. Vulnerabilities grow 

exponentially as we produce more code, leaving your company exposed to exploit for an 

extended period of time.  

Security teams want to be proactive about application security and developers know that 

integrating application security into their development process from the beginning does not just 

produce more secure code but drives real business value. These two and other internal groups 

are constantly at odds with one another over security implementation and requirements. Brand 

reputation is on the line.  

The SecDevOps Solution 

The solution to all this mayhem is to bring security into the DevOps process from the start. 

Wabbi unites SecOps with DevOps, giving companies the ability to scale an application security 

program without adding any additional resources. This gives DevOps increased transparency 

and predictability around the security risks of their projects, and it gives SecOps automated 

governance to prevent bottlenecks and ensure that the most critical vulnerabilities never see the 

light of day.  

Wabbi helps companies diagnose and prioritize risks from vulnerabilities so that security 

naturally fits into the development workflow and no longer has to be a competing priority. 

Wabbi’s SecDevOps platform provides continuity of information to make security scalable 

across development pipelines, so teams no longer have to decide between speed and security. 



Wabbi’s easy to use software integrates results from existing application security tools to 

provide a continuous pipeline of information, so developers know when policies have been 

violated and can take action to correct that as they code.  

Wabbi Benefits for Key Stakeholders: 

• Security Policy Management: Inform stakeholders and enforce controls consistently to 

minimize risks from code in production. 

• DevOps: Let teams know of policies in advance, so they can understand and plan for 

AppSec requirements, while reducing the number of vulnerabilities created. 

• SecOps: Gain visibility to understand potential & current bottlenecks, automate security 

governance, and manage risk acceptance workflows. 

• Policy Management: Move policies out of Excel and Word documents with Wabbi’s 

centralized policy management. Set policy and project parameters and automatically 

push out changes to relevant stakeholders.  

• Project Analysis: Onboard active projects with integrated ticketing systems to create a 

security profile even before development starts and continue to evolve them as features 

go online and vulnerability results become available.  

• Automated Governance: Know instantly if a project or feature meets the security 

standards to be released; Use easy to build workflows to automatically manage AppSec 

go/no go decisions into the CI/CD pipeline.  
 

Wabbi analyzes all application security results from cloud-security configuration to 

container security to understand if they meet the specified standards.  

Wabbi a is pioneer in the field of SecDevOps. Wabbi created the only SecDevOps platform 

that integrates and automates application security processes into the DevOps pipelines. 

Wabbi’s SecDevOps Orchestration Platform makes your code as secure as your 

policies. Delivering Application Security into the modern software development 

pipeline, Wabbi reduces risks to project delivery to improve developer productivity , 

while reducing the attack surface. From small companies to Fortune 500 

enterprises, Wabbi consistently deploys and governs AppSec in existing software 

development processes.  

Do you want to be at the cutting edge, delivering more secure code without having to 

sacrifice agility or speed? 

Join Wabbi's SecDevOps community to learn how you can! 
 

 
  


